
1st Team Leader Meeting



Welcome & Introduction



Fields
ØAdultSize and KidSize

Ø It might not be totally even in the middle (connection between grass patches)
ØThere are some not evenly stretched patches on the fields, the builders will try 

to fix it as good as possible but it still might be some unevenness 
ØAdultSize

ØGoal post height is 1.75cm instead 1.80
Ø No camping on the fields!

§ One robot and one laptop per person
Ø No need to remove shoes, but don’t walk on the field lines
Ø Field reservation sheets are on the tables (will be updated every morning)



Fire Extinguishers

Ø One at each field

Ø Two at the TC/OC table

Ø Two close to the wall between 35 and 36, and 37 and 38 exits

Ø DO NOT USE green fire extinguishers



Balls

ØThe official game balls will be stored at the TC/OC Table

ØReferees will draw a random ball 15 minutes before the start of the game



Game Controller
Ø There is a list with missing team logos on the Whiteboard – if yours is missing or you 

want to exchange the current one:
§ USB Stick to TC/OC table
§ E-mail (rc-hl-oc@lists.robocup.org)
§ GitHub pull request

Ø IP addresses for teams can also be found on the Whiteboard
Ø If you find any bugs in the GC, please let us know as soon as possible
Ø As always, no personal Wi-Fi access points!



Robot Inspection
Ø July 12 all day
Ø Sign-up sheet on the whiteboard
ØTeams are required to provide an assistant referee helping with the inspection

§ Assignment sheet is on the whiteboard
§ Come 10 minutes before the assigned time!
§ Robot is confiscated two hours before the next game for one hour if referee duty 

is missed (this includes the robot inspection!)



Misc
Ø Sign-up sheet for Technical Challenges is up on the Whiteboard

§ Deadline 14th of July 1 PM
Ø Game plans and results will be up on the website as usual
Ø We need volunteers for next year’s TC and OC!

§ Suggestion Sheets on the Whiteboard
§ Election will be on July 14th



Rule Alternation

ØProposal by the Technical Committee: Suspend rule for this year
§ As this is a last-minute change, voting is required by team leaders 



Game Schedule (preliminary)



Game Plan KidSize

Drop-in 
games



Game Plan AdultSize

Drop-in 
games



Drop-In Drawing


